—they designed the Chicago Auditorium and twenty-six other successful
opera houses—I had designed the shell, sure it would work out.
Here is where Charlie Matthews* knowledge of music came in, because
Charlie having been a director himself was appointed committee of one to
see this important feature a success. As anyone knows, acoustics are tricky
unless you know them to be simple and scientific. This was little known
then. So the first thing Charlie did was to run around the United States
interviewing musicians. Each musician wanted it different from the way
I had it. I wouldn't change it. Then Charlie got mad and called in experts.
The experts were all agreed that the open sides that I wanted in order to
distribute the sound well to the sides of the Gardens were a mistake.
Charlie said, 'Change it.'
I said, 'No, Charlie, not just for that. Give me a better reason.7
Said Charlie, now unbecomingly heated, 'Hell, Frank, do you think you
are the only one in the world who knows anything about orchestra shells?'
'No, Charlie,' I said, trying to keep my case in court, 'but about this
particular orchestra shell, utterly yes. I am sure I do.'
A little later Ed's voice on the phone—'Say, Mr. Architect, are you sure
that shell will be all right?'
'Perfectly sure, Ed.'
'Then go ahead and build it. Don't change it for anybody.' And I knew
'anybody' meant Charlie.
In regard to this shell, you see, I was in the position the Union was in
toward the Gardens. Success to the dictator lay in this matter of time, for
the thing had to be done without delays. All this conflict did make me a
little anxious. But had I shown it, all would have been down with the
shell, just because it is impossible to build anything more than one way at
one time. Had I lost my nerve I should have had to build it six different
ways at least at the same time and then, after all, probably tear it down.
So I proposed something that made friends with Charlie. The shell was
cupped well out above over the orchestra, rising with no complex curves
from a wall behind the musicians, a wall about nine feet high. The sides
were only partially closed and those open sides being the chief contention,
I proposed to make the sides at this point doors that could be swung out-
ward if that proved necessary. If not necessary then they were there as
features to carry the program Trie-numbers and signs in electric lights.
This expedient restored harmony.
The Midway Gardens, meantime, were fast growing .up out of chaos.
Long, low, level lines and new rectangular masonry forms were ta3ring
definite shape. They could be seen now, far enough along to make one
wonder what in the world was coming.
At the time the Midway Gardens were designed, 1915, VArt Nouveau
was dying in France, where it originated, and gasping wherever else it
happened to have caught on, and various experiments in the 'abstract* in
painting and sculpture were being made in Europe, exciting the aesthetic
vanguard and insulting the rank and file.
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